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Design Aldo Bakker
Year 2015

Aldo Bakker

The work of Dutch artist and designer Aldo Bakker has a delicate and rare sense of harmony and the shapes 

communicate through colour, association, touch, texture, and materiality. His designs are exquisitely balanced, 

often strange, yet strangely familiar. Timeless, sculptural and always intended to trigger a response. Widely 

published and exhibited, Aldo Bakker continues selected collaborations with renown manufacturers while 

further completing his personal collection with master craftsmen and galleries around the world.
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A single sheet of steel rolled in one smooth motion 

into a self-supporting construction. Aldo Bakker’s 

exquisite sense of merging colour, material and form 

has come into play to create an occasional table with 

an effortlessly sculptural appeal.

PRODUCT DATA

Design Aldo Bakker. 2015

Product type Occasional table

Environment Indoor

Materials Steel

Finish Matte lacquered

DELIVERY

Lead time Stock (if backorder: 8 to 10 
weeks)

ARTICLE CODE

200496 Coffee Table, dusty green

03 Dusty green
(Smooth)

Colour

32 cm | 12 1/2”25 cm | 9 3/4”
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Founded on rebellious curiosity and a passion for the unique, Karakter is a bit out of the ordinary. Rooted in the proud Danish design tradition, but always maintaining an international 

outlook, Karakter presents a striking portfolio of furniture, lighting and objects from designers who have already written the history of design to those who are aspiring to write the future. 

All designers collaborating with Karakter are curated for their ideas and creativity and shared by all of them is an inspiring level of curiosity and an uncompromising take on their work. 

Boasting both the relevant and honest, the beautiful, the playful and the expressive, all designs have a clear, undeniable character. Ready to spark curiosity and start conversations.
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